
Complex Feedback Strategies forHypothesis Generation and Veri�cationM. Mirmehdi, P. L. Palmer, J. Kittler & H. DabisDepartment of Electronic & Electrical Engineering,University of Surrey,Guildford, Surrey GU2 5XH, U.K.M.Mirmehdi@ee.surrey.ac.ukAbstractWe extend the idea of the single-pass feedback framework by em-ploying complex feedback strategies for both more robust hypothesisgeneration and hypothesis veri�cation. These strategies are developedat every level of our object recognition application; from low-level pa-rameter optimisation, through the low level processing chain, to higherlevel recognition stages. The strategies are independent of the tech-niques used at each level. We introduce various control mechanisms toachieve such complex feedback strategies. Within our implementation,we minimise the amount of feedback to false alarms by using an in-terest operator which directs the search through the hypotheses in anoptimal manner. Furthermore, we obtain detailed information abouta complex object and not just its location. Thus, following top-downrecognition of the object our feedback control directs the search formissing information. We illustrate our approach using noisy infra-redimages of bridges in real outdoor scenes and demonstrate the insensi-tivity of the system to noisy data and partial occlusion.1 IntroductionThe more constraints there are in the analysis domain of a vision system the more itcan enjoy the luxury of real-time processing. Widening the domain of constraints,and wandering into the realm of outdoor scenes where there is noise, clutter, andocclusion amongst other image degradation issues, the problem becomes di�cultmanifold for a real-time vision system to handle. In this paper we describe feedbackcontrol strategies that can be employed within a real-time vision system towardsthe reduction of computational requirements by:� enhancing the performance of lower levels of processing for feature extraction� generating hypotheses for focusing attention on regions of interest� generating hypotheses to seek out extra information on object of interestThe general hypothesise-verify paradigm can be viewed as a feedback process.The error signal between the image data and the hypothesised model and its pose
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is used to accept or reject the hypothesis. If the current hypothesis is rejected, anew one is generated and the corresponding error signal computed. This illustratesa one-pass hypothesis generate, test, and accept/discard approach within a feed-back framework. For example, Brooks [3] with the ACRONYM system or Grimsonand Huttenlocher [7] use this approach at the same time as using a statistical oc-cupancy method to achieve model recognition. Also, Lai and de Figueiredo [8]have implemented an iterative contextual feedback system based on optimal itera-tive neural networks. They feedback only the high-level description of their scenelabeling system to the lowest level to increase the constraints and tune to morelikely candidates using speci�c context-based rules. However, they have appliedthis process to only a very simple, simulated scene. Also, the extent of the feed-back is only at one stage and there is no hypothesis generation and veri�cation,just iteratively increasing recognition.The feedback control strategies introduced here are multi-pass and more strictlyin control. Furthermore, although we use a bounded error recognition model in ourapplication described later and elsewhere [14], our feedback strategies are not tiedto any particular matching or recognition technique. For example, we could employBreuel's [2] grouping and matching approach which is based on high-order statisticsand that target parts could be searched for assuming that their occurrence mustbe mutually dependent.A serious issue within the one-pass framework is that the lower levels of pro-cessing have no knowledge of the higher level requirements. A resulting featureunder-detection or the extraction of spurious structures can seriously a�ect thesuccess of both the single-pass hypothesis generation and veri�cation processes.In this paper we show that the low level feature extraction stages are optimised asa complete chain rather than as individual stages [15, 13]. We discuss the feedbackcontrol scheme used to achieve an optimal set of features.We also apply feedback control for focusing attention on interesting regions ofthe scene for both feature extraction and as a necessary component of hypothesisveri�cation in the top-down stage. There will not be a single unique sequence ofhypothesis generation and testing. Instead, we consider multiple feedback withdecision making procedures based upon di�erent sources of information intendedto minimise the search time and focus on regions of the image where the targetobject may be located. To be successful, the feedback strategies must quicklyidentify false alarms and merge partial hypotheses together. Control mechanismsfor performing these tasks are explored. To identify the regions of interest weemploy an interest operator to give a quantitative measure based on perceptualgrouping of low level object features [4].There is a vast body of work based on focus of attention, e.g. [18, 9] to namebut a very few, describing the bene�ts and implementations of attentive processingmost usually modeled on the psychophysical and attentive behaviour of humanvision. Most of such implementations are based on attentional spotlight/beammechanisms and/or multi-resolution pyramidal structures. Lack of space does notpermit extensive comparisons but it su�ces to say, that we also base our approachon the principle of selective tuning and that our approach di�ers through the useof complex feedback strategies (and that it is not pyramidal). Our intention is tointroduce novel control strategies rather than direct recognition algorithms.
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An alternative schema for deriving processing and recognition strategies is pre-sented by Draper and Hanson [5] in which knowledge-directed recognition strate-gies are learnt under supervision from training images and a library of genericvisual procedures; recognition is then applied as a sequence of hypothesis gener-ation and veri�cation tasks at multiple levels of representational transformation.Thus, their Schema Learning System learns and controls which sequence of imageprocessing procedures should be used to accomplish object recognition. However,whereas their system requires to learn about both the structure of object at handand possibly several associated control strategies, we present our investigations ina feedback control strategy which is potentially applicable to most object classes.We also use focus of attention on small regions to extract missing featuresusing a top-down model. Thus, after locating an object, we will be able to obtaindetailed information about it. For example, this could be used to control thezoom of the camera or the ight path of an aircraft. Once a candidate objectis identi�ed, a general class-wide model will be used as a basis for searching formissing information, fusing partial hypotheses and deriving a �nal measure ofinterest for the outputs. We shall consider the feedback strategies required forthe recognition of a generic class of bridges to be found in IR images of noisy andcluttered scenes.2 The Vision SystemFigure 1 represents a ow-diagram and a schematic of the vision system devel-oped. The system is divided into three sections: the low level processing modules,the intermediate levels which will derive the object features and group them intostructures that resemble, more or less, the target object being sought; and the highlevel modules for model matching. These are all controlled by our feedback controlmodules. This is a basis for a plug-in modular vision system so each stage canbe swapped appropriately for di�erent applications, including the correspondingfeedback control modules.Worrall et. al. [1] discuss a model based vision system for classifying andtracking moving vehicles. In their work motion is used for segmentation andsubsequently model invocation. Furthermore the models used are 3D geometricalrepresentations together with calibrated camera and scene models. Our feedbackcontrol strategies are designed for situations where there is not such a rich poolof information and we have available only an intermediate representation of anobject class. Furthermore, we need to generate hypotheses in still images. Thus,unlike normal model-based object recognition systems in which the knowledge ofan object's appearance is provided by an explicit model of its shape, we adopt asignature and a stereotype of the object [13] as model and image representationsrespectively, with both being very loose and generic descriptions of the objectbased on their functionality after Stark and Bowyer [17]. The signature providesthe feedback control system with a bottom-up description of the target and thestereotype provides it with matching criteria and the ability to decide when toterminate the recognition feedback control, as well as the initiation of the feedbackstage for missing information search.
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Yes NoFigure 1: Overview of the feedback control mechanisms.3 Feedback at Low Levels of ProcessingA major role of the control structure, as shown in Figure 1, will be to makequantitative measures of the performance of the system. At the low level stages thiswill be required for the adjustment and optimisation of the various parameters inthe algorithms. Lindeberg [10] approaches the issue of optimisation by using scalespace theory to detect features at coarse scales followed by feature localisation at�ner scales. He applies this to the detection of features such as junctions and edges.In our system, the various parameters are controlled by the low level feedbackmodules. We ran the low level modules at four di�erent parameter settings. Acubic was then �t to the data and from its turning point the location of the optimalparameter setting was obtained. If no maximum turning point could be found, wereturned to initial state and extended the parameter range automatically. In totalwe optimised �ve parameters [12]; these were the mask width at edge detectionstage, the lower and upper hysteresis thresholds at the linking stage and �nally thekernel widths in � and � at the Hough transform stage. This approach is similarto that of Peak Holding in Control System theory [6].The measure we use to determine the performance of the low level procedures iscalled the performance quality measure [15] which is the outcome of the whole lowlevel stage - edge detection, linking and Hough transform - to which we �t the cubicequation for varying parameter values. This is a di�erent concept to measuringperformance of the individual procedures within the processing chain [16].In Figure 1 we see that the quality measure is �rstly applied to the whole imageand then again, on each iteration, to each set of regions of interest. In our presentimplementation the optimistaion process is a computationally expensive process
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but we further justify the need for optimisation in [12].4 Feedback and Intermediate levels of processingAfter low level optimisation, the output features are grouped into structures whichresemble, more or less, the signature of the target object using junction �ndingand perceptual grouping. The junction �nder groups together sets of lines to formsecond order junctions, third order junctions and occluded junctions. We thenuse perceptual grouping to group lines and junctions which are likely to belong tothe target object based upon rules for symmetry, parallelism and orthogonality.We look for the signature of the target object among the object features derivedfrom the Hough transform and the junction �nder. The strength of perceptualgrouping stems from the fact that most man-made objects obey certain symmetryrules [11].Each component of the target object and its association with other components,through the perceptual organisation rules, contributes to an interest measure forthe object as the grouping happens. This interest measure [4, 13] is designed toincrease exponentially and the more numerous the number of component featuresin the structure, the greater our interest in the structure as a hypothesis becomes.For each structure we form a region of interest. Some regions will cross-over heavilyand they may have arisen due to the same object contributing to more than onestructure. These regions are then merged (Figure 1). Also, some regions may needto be grown outwards if any important features are touching the region-borders.Thus, the feedback proceeds and attention is further focused on those regionsmost likely to contain the target object. The interest level will remain static orincrease for interesting regions and in most cases drop for false alarm regions. Inthis way, feedback removes objects that show only vague similarity to the targetobject sought and instead, further focus on real targets.5 Feedback In Top-Down AnalysisLet's assume now that there is one region of interest containing a single structureof very high interest. We invoke a model-matching stage (hidden in the High Levelprocessing box in Figure 1) which is essentially an error bound matching modelalthough we could have also employed a more elaborate technique, e.g. [7, 2].Our matcher uses the stereotype of the target model to analyse the structure anddetermine if a match can be made. At this stage some lines will be discarded (asclutter) which will reduce the interest measure for the structure.Once we verify our hypothesis through successful model matching, we analysethe region of interest further to identify possible missing information. Our feed-back control produces new hypotheses to focus attention on regions in and aroundthe object of interest and seeks further evidence. In the ACRONYM system [3]this is achieved by referring back to a precise 3D model. In our application de-scribed later, we do not hold such information; only some loose information viathe stereotype. But we can emphasise the independence of the feedback controlprocess by stating that an alternative module carrying out such a task could be
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plugged in at this stage. In our case if any missing information is found, it in-creases our con�dence in the �nal result. If not, we accept our earlier match andpresume occlusion or an occurrence of a generic form of the target object.6 Summary and ResultsWe now summarise and consider the strategies for dealing with the fusion of infor-mation and decisions on how the feedback should proceed using a bridge detectionapplication. Figure 2 illustrates how the hypotheses generated during the feedbackprocedures evolve. In Figure 2(a) we show an IR image of a scene with the set ofline segments produced by the low level routines after optimising the parametersettings superimposed on it. This corresponds to the initial cycle of the low levelsteps. We note that the line segments associated with the bridge area are verypoor representations of the bridge. In fact this is a generally di�cult type of bridgeas there are very few bridge-supports and therefore less overall evidence. Further-more, it is evident that initially in the whole image, a number of line groupingscan be regarded as a signature of a bridge. This is veri�ed in Figure 2(b) afterthe �rst iteration when four hypotheses are generated as candidate bridge regions.These hypotheses are formed upon grouping line features and computing interestlevels for the various groupings obtained. Of these four regions, the interest levelof the region surrounding the bridge is many orders of magnitude larger than theinterest in the next best region. The actual interest values themselves are notsigni�cant, but this emphasises the way that the interest operator can distinguishregions associated with the target object from false alarms.As shown in Figure 1, we feedback to signi�cant regions and Figures 2(c)and 2(d) show the results of the top-down phase of the feedback control, afterhypotheses veri�cation, on the third and �fth iterations. This entails veri�cationof the components of each structure by resorting to the stereotype of a bridge.The stereotype of the bridge-type we are considering here is a long line runningalong the top of the bridge, and a set of near-orthogonal lines representing thesupporting structure. This stereotype is only a loose model for the target and itis possible, as with the signature of the target, that other objects may be foundthat match it. We believe, however, that real bridges will result in higher levelsof interest and hence higher con�dence levels on output. This will therefore notdetract from the system's performance. At this stage of processing all extraneousline segments not corresponding to the rules for the stereotype of the bridge arerejected. At each feedback stage hypothesis validation is achieved by comparingthe level of interest generated with that found on the previous pass through. Forregions which are false alarms, this interest level usually decreases signi�cantly,and never rises at the same rate as regions which do contain the target object andthe control module terminates the bottom-up procedure. The remaining regionswill all have high interest and so are very likely to match the target object (or partof the target object). At each step of focus of attention we can extract a new set offeatures either by re-using the parameters from the previous stage or by allowingthe control strategies to re-optimise within that region.Finally, a successful match in a region whose interest measure has becomestabilised, initiates the search for missing information. For bridges, the pro�le
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of the smoothed and di�erentiated grey level values along the columns below thebridge-span are computed. This would give a number of peak values for bridgesupports assuming that they are of fair contrast to the region below the bridgewhich in turn is of a uniform nature. Having thresholded the absolute peak values,we generate small windows of interest for missing information search as displayedin Figure 2(e). Figure 2(f) shows the ultimate results when the new supports,detected after edge detection and Hough transformation in the windows of interest,are fused with the bridge structure from the model matching stage in Figure 2(d).Figures 3 shows more results obtained for three other bridge structures where thereis even more clutter.7 ConclusionIn this paper we have presented complex feedback strategies designed to allow amore exible approach to hypothesis generation and veri�cation. It loops backthrough the low levels of processing to produce the best possible sets of features.An interest operator is then used to focus attention on regions most likely tocontain the target object, and reject false alarms generated by this stage. Thesystem then feeds back to these regions to improve the set of features that can beextracted. A loose object model is used to determine the best structure resemblingthe object of interest and the region that it occupies. Feedback continues onsuccessful regions until the interest measure stabilises. Using this region we againemploy feedback and look for missing information and increase our con�dence inthe output hypothesis.A further use of our feedback system is that it uses the low level informationfrom the image to minimise the search through all possible hypotheses, and so canlocate target objects in acceptable time-scales. An alternative schema based onlearning multiple control strategies has been suggested [5]. However, this concen-trates on the choice of recognition algorithms to achieve a visual goal, rather thanon methods that attempt to maximise the exploitation of the information contentof the visual data. Our current system is slow at the optimisation stage, as aremost techniques, e.g. [10], but this does not underly the principle of the use offeedback strategies, and we can plug in a faster technique when necessary.An interesting point to note is the division between protagonists of the prin-ciples of minimum commitment and maximum commitment in visual processing.The former insist that hard decisions should not be made at any level of process-ing; the latter contradict this by providing psycho-physical evidence of maximumcommitment in human visual processing. Our work is e�ectively a half-way housebetween these two (the principle of evidential commitment) based on our focus ofattention given a region of high interest. Initially, commitment is made to generatehypothesis and identify regions of interest. This commitment is then relaxed as aresult of feedback when the interpretation process returns to the raw image datato re�ne the focus of attention and/or to verify the hypothesis.Overall, the feedback control approach has a great deal of importance in the�eld of object recognition in terms of better recognition performance and speedof interpretation. In the future, we intend to use feedback strategies in motion
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(a) Lines in IR bridge image (b) 4 best ROIs - 1st iteration

(c) 2 best ROIs - 3rd iteration (d) Best ROI - 5th iteration

(e) Windows of interest (f) Final resultsFigure 2: (a) Signi�cant lines in IR image, (b) Four ROIs after �rst feedback (c)Best two ROIs after 3rd feedback, (d) After 5th feedback, (e) Windows of interestfor missing info. search, (f) Final results
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(a) Original IR bridge image (b) Best ROI - 4th iteration

(c) Windows of interest (d) Final result

(e) A Bridge in cluttered image (f) Another bridgeFigure 3: (a) Original IR image: (b)-(d) are -corrected for enhanced viewing, (b)After 4th feedback, (c) Windows for missing info. search, (d) Final results, (e)and (f) two more bridges


